

CARTESIO B003
SCHEMATICS
DRAWER

SIDEBOARD
176cm x 50cm H 92cm
69,29'' x 19,69'' H 36,22''

220cm x 50cm H 68cm
86,61'' x 19,69'' H 26,77''

BEDSIDE TABLE

SEMAINIER
52cm x 45cm H 45cm
20,47'' x 17,72'' H 17,72''

70cm x 50cm H 112cm
27,56'' x 19,69'' H 44,09''

WARDROBE
135cm x 50cm H 151cm
53,15'' x 19,69'' H 59,45''

FINISHINGS
Frame finishing

WHITE MATT

MATT COFFEE

SMOKED OAK

MATT SAND

MATT BLUE

MATT GREY

MATT TAUPE

GLAZED BLUE

GLAZED COFFEE

GLAZED ROPE

GLAZED GREY

MATT SAND

GLAZED TAUPE

MATT ROPE

Feet finishing

GLAZED WHITE
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CARTESIO B003
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
- Frame in wood coated coffee oak veneer or varnished mat
lacquer which adds the elements more value.
- Top in back lacquered tempered glass
Refined combination of materials:
3 lacquered layers that give a highly protected surface.
Elegantly refined on the inside:
Linear design by Architect Claudio Bellini, with rounded edges
that makes it adaptable to both modern and traditional
environment.
- Inside of the drawer is lacquered in matt coffee
Solid forms that give the furniture a sense of solidity and
concreteness.
Generous storage space that gives great highly functionality.
Drawers with soft close; means a silent closing action, no
fingers caught, particularly children; and no repeated impact of
the drawer heads
High storage dresser; small but extremely practical cabinet.
Available in different versions and finishes; perfectly
custamizable to different needs.
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